Diagnostic value of an automated breast volume scanner compared with a hand-held ultrasound: a meta-analysis
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Background: The diagnostic performance of an automated breast volume scanner (ABVS) compared with that of a hand-held ultrasound (HHUS) for breast cancer remains unclear. We performed a meta-analysis to compare the diagnostic performances of the ABVS and HHUS for breast cancer.

Methods: We searched PubMed, EMBASE, Cochrane, and SinoMed databases to identify eligible studies up until November 14, 2018. Studies comparing ABVS and HHUS for differentiating benign and malignant breast tumors were included. A meta-analysis was performed to generate pooled diagnostic accuracy parameters [sensitivity, specificity, diagnostic odds ratio (DOR), area under the curve (AUC), and the Q* index] and detection rates for ABVS and HHUS.

Results: Nine studies involving 1,376 patients and 1,527 lesions were included in the meta-analysis for diagnostic accuracy. The pooled sensitivity was 0.93 [95% confidence interval (CI), 0.91–0.95] for ABVS and 0.90 (95% CI, 0.88–0.92) for HHUS, and the pooled specificity was 0.86 (95% CI, 0.83–0.88) for ABVS and 0.82 (95% CI, 0.79–0.84) for HHUS. The pooled DOR was 88.66 (95% CI, 51.44–152.78) for ABVS and 41.06 for HHUS (95% CI, 26.58–63.42). The AUC of the summary receiver operating characteristic (SROC) was 0.9496 for ABVS and 0.9143 for HHUS, and the Q* index was 0.8899 for ABVS and 0.8469 for HHUS. Meta-regression showed no significant difference between the diagnostic accuracy of ABVS and HHUS (P=0.0771). No publication bias was found. Thirteen published studies involving 1,047 pathologically confirmed malignant lesions were included to generate a pooled detection rate. The pooled detection rate was 1.00 (95% CI, 1.00–1.00) for both ABVS and HHUS, for which a publication bias was found.

Conclusions: ABVS can be used as an appropriate screening tool for breast cancer as well as HHUS in diagnostic accuracy and detection rate. Considering other advantages of ABVS including non-radioactivity, sensitivity to dense breast, three-dimensional reconstruction, time-saving and repeatability, it might be a promising screening tool for young or dense-breast women in the future.
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Introduction

Breast cancer is reported to be the most common cancer in women, with more than two million new cases and more than 600,000 cancer-related deaths worldwide each year. Annually, in the United States alone, more than 200,000 new cases are identified and more than 40,000 deaths occur (1-3). Early detection and early treatment through screening are the most important means to improve the survival rate of patients with breast cancer.

Mammograms are the most commonly used screening method for breast cancer in Western countries. However, in dense breast tissue, diagnostic sensitivity is reduced by approximately 50% (4,5). In addition, there is a 40–60% increase in the risk of breast cancer in women with dense breasts (4,6). In women aged <40 years and in women of Asian ethnicity, who tend to have small and dense breasts, screening mammography (MG) is not sufficiently effective.

Since ultrasound is non-radioactive and sensitive for differentiating fat and gland tissue echo, as well as it is good at characterizing lesion’s morphology and boundary, it has clear advantages for diagnosing breast cancer and can be used as a beneficial complement to diagnostic mammograms (7-9). However, because of the size limitation of the conventional ultrasonic probe, local omission tends to occur. For conventional ultrasound, namely, hand-held ultrasound (HHUS), whether a lesion is discovered can be dependent on the experience of an operator, and repeatability and standardization both need to be improved. The automated breast volume scanner (ABVS) was introduced in 2009, and is less time-consuming than manual ultrasound as the breast is scanned automatically. ABVS can retain full volume information of the breast and reconstruct any planar image, and can also objectively and reproducibly show information concerning the whole breast (10-12). Therefore, it may be a helpful tool for screening and diagnosis of breast cancer.

With the increasing use of ABVS in recent years, available data on this technology have also increased, allowing for an evaluation of ABVS alongside gold standard pathological data, which moves beyond previous studies that have relied on magnetic resonance (MR) or MG as gold standards. With more data available, we conducted a meta-analysis on the diagnostic performance of ABVS and HHUS in relation to pathological gold standard data. Using stringent inclusion criteria to include studies with the highest homogeneity, this meta-analysis aimed to obtain reliable up-to-date results.

Methods

Literature search

On November 14, 2018, we undertook a literature search of articles using PubMed, EMBASE, Cochrane, and SinoMed databases without language restrictions, that included the terms ‘automated breast volume scanner’ and ‘breast cancer’. To avoid missing potentially relevant articles due to a narrow search strategy, we broadened the search scope to include as many relevant papers as possible. Specifically, we included all papers that referred to an automated breast volume scanner (including its synonyms, such as automated breast volume ultrasound*, automated breast volume image*, automated breast volume sonography, automated whole breast volume scan*, automated breast volume ultrasonography, automated breast ultrasound*, automated whole breast ultrasound*, etc.) and breast cancer (including its synonyms, such as breast neoplasm*, breast tumor*, breast carcinoma*, breast lesion*, and breast mass*) in either the title or the abstract. We combined articles detected across different databases and then removed the duplicates.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria

Two researchers independently screened the titles and the abstracts of the relevant literature, and reviewed the full texts to determine which articles were to be included in the analysis. Any disagreements between the two researchers were resolved through consultation.

The inclusion criteria were as follows: (I) ABVS and HHUS examination and Breast Imaging Reporting and Data Systems (BI-RADS) classification were performed for the same population; (II) pathological results were used as the gold standard (a small number of patients with benign ABVS and HHUS imaging findings were followed for at least 1 year, and the lesions without changes were also considered pathologically benign); (III) the data provided in the articles were sufficient to calculate the diagnostic accuracy or detection rate; and (IV) BI-RADS 4–5 were considered as positive.

The exclusion criteria were as follows: (I) review articles, meta-analyses, conference abstracts, and animal experiments; (II) articles in which a pathological examination had not been conducted or pathological data were unavailable; (III) using results (such as MR, MG, or other imaging findings) other
than pathological data as the gold standard; (IV) ABVS/HHUS data were combined with those from other methods (such as MR and MG) instead of being reported separately; and (V) BR-AIDS 3–5 or BR-AIDS 4b–5 were considered as positive. (VI) Language is not set as an exclusion criterion, but restricted by our language ability, search was not conducted in other languages websites (such as Japanese, Latin, and so on).

**Data extraction and assessment of document quality**

Two investigators independently extracted the following data from the literature: first author, publication year, study country, category of the patient included, number of patients, number of lesions, patient age and sex, reference standard, ABVS model, HHUS model, and ABVS and HHUS diagnostic performance data (including true positive, false positive, false negative, true negative, and malignant tumor detection rates).

QUADAS-2, a revised tool for the quality assessment of diagnostic accuracy, was applied to assess the risk of publication bias included in this study, which was undertaken using Review Manager 5.2 software.

**Statistical analysis**

Diagnostic accuracy and detection rate analyses were conducted in this study. For diagnostic accuracy analysis, measures of interest included sensitivity, specificity, diagnostic odds ratios (DORs), area under the curve (AUC), and $Q^*$ index. The closer the AUC is to 1.0, the better the diagnostic method. The $Q^*$ index is a statistical value defined as the point on the summary receiver operating characteristic (SROC) curve where sensitivity and specificity are equal. Statistical heterogeneity among studies was evaluated using Cochran’s Q statistic, P values, and I^2 statistics. Heterogeneity was considered significant at I^2 >50%. A fixed effects model was used to calculate the pooled detection rate, sensitivity, specificity, and the DOR if I^2 was <50%, and a random-effect model was used if I^2 was >50%. The AUC and the $Q^*$ index were subsequently produced from the SROC curve of all the included studies. These analyses were conducted using MetaDisc 1.4 software. A comparison of diagnostic accuracy between ABVS and HHUS was determined using meta-regression analysis, and a corresponding SROC curve displaying both ABVS and HHUS was generated using Review Manager 5.2 software. Publication bias was examined with a Deek’s funnel plot asymmetry test using State 12.0 software.

**Results**

We retrieved 256, 229, 19, and 100 articles from the PubMed, EMBASE, Cochrane, and SinoMed databases, respectively, and included 5 articles from other sources. After combining the articles and removing the duplicates, we obtained 404 articles (304 in English, 100 in Chinese). We then screened titles and abstracts to exclude 322 articles that did not meet the inclusion criteria or that met the exclusion criteria. We completely evaluated the remaining 82 articles, among which 17 (12 in English, 5 in Chinese) (13-29) were selected for diagnostic accuracy analysis and 13 (11 in English, 2 in Chinese) (22-34) were selected for detection rate analysis (Figure 1). Because 8 articles were used for both diagnostic accuracy and detection rate, a total of 22 articles (13-34) were included in this study (Table 1).

**Diagnostic accuracy analysis**

A meta-analysis of the 17 studies selected was performed for assessment of diagnostic accuracy, comprising 3,576 patients and 4,016 lesions. No threshold effect was detected. The pooled sensitivity was 0.91 (95% CI, 0.90–0.93) for ABVS and 0.91 (95% CI, 0.90–0.93) for HHUS, and the specificity was 0.82 (95% CI, 0.81–0.84) for ABVS and 0.78 (95% CI, 0.77–0.80) for HHUS. The heterogeneity was not acceptable: I^2 was 48.0% and 76.0% for the pooled sensitivity of ABVS and HHUS, respectively; and I^2 was 76.8% and 92.8% for the pooled specificity of ABVS and HHUS, respectively. The pooled DOR was 56.59 (95% CI, 39.20–81.70) for ABVS and 41.21 (95% CI, 28.09–60.47) for HHUS. The heterogeneity was not acceptable: I^2 was 56.4% and 60.5% for the pooled DOR of ABVS and HHUS, respectively (Figure 2). The AUC of the SROC was 0.9426 for ABVS and 0.9269 for HHUS, and the $Q^*$ index was 0.8808 for ABVS and 0.8614 for HHUS (Supplement I).

Given that the heterogeneity of the above indicators was unacceptable, we attempted to identify the source of this heterogeneity from a clinical perspective. Inclusion of varying patient types is likely to affect the calculation
of diagnostic accuracy; for example, including only patients with BI-RADS 4–5 may result in significantly lower specificity within the results. Moreover, the effect of equating long-term follow-up with pathological results on the calculation results cannot be determined. Based on these considerations, we divided the 17 studies included in the diagnostic accuracy analysis into 3 categories as follows: Category 1, inclusion of patients with highly suspected malignant lesions and with pathological results as the gold standard (5 studies); Category 2, inclusion of patients with various clinically visible lesions and with pathological results as the gold standard (9 studies); and Category 3, inclusion of patients with various clinically visible lesions and with pathological results or at least 1 year follow-up as the gold standard (3 studies; Table 1).

Excluding the Category 1 studies that most likely led to heterogeneity and Category 3 studies with an uncertain influence on the calculation results, we conducted a meta-analysis with the 9 studies in Category 2.

The QUADAS-2 tool was used to assess the quality of the included studies, and the results are shown in Figure 2.

In total, 1,376 patients and 1,527 lesions from 9 studies were included in the final analysis. No threshold effect existed. The pooled sensitivity was 0.93 (95% CI, 0.91–0.95) for ABVS and 0.90 (95% CI, 0.88–0.92) for HHUS, and the pooled specificity was 0.86 (95% CI, 0.83–0.88) for ABVS and 0.82 (95% CI, 0.79–0.84) for HHUS. The heterogeneity was acceptable: I² was 34.6% and 41.5% for the pooled sensitivity of ABVS and HHUS, respectively; and I² was 48.9% and 49.0% for the pooled specificity of ABVS and HHUS, respectively (Figure 3). The pooled DOR was 88.66 (95% CI, 51.44–152.78) for ABVS and 41.06 for HHUS (95% CI, 26.58–63.42). The heterogeneity was acceptable: I² was 44.6% and 38.0% for the pooled DOR of ABVS and HHUS, respectively (Figure 4). The AUC of the SROC was 0.9496 for ABVS and 0.9143 for HHUS (95% CI, 0.8899 for ABVS and 0.8469 for HHUS (Figure 5). Meta-regression showed no significant difference between the diagnostic accuracy of ABVS and HHUS (P=0.0771).

Deek’s funnel plot asymmetry test showed no publication bias for either ABVS or HHUS (Figure 6).
## Table 1 Included studies involving diagnostic accuracy and detection rate analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>Lesions</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Included in diagnostic accuracy analysis [group]</th>
<th>Included in detection rate analysis</th>
<th>Gold standard</th>
<th>ABVS machine</th>
<th>HHUS machine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Zhang X</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>838</td>
<td>838</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Yes [1][c]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Pathology</td>
<td>Invenia ABUS (GE)</td>
<td>LOGIQ 9 (GE), Aixplorer (SuperSonic Imagine), IU22 (Philips), or Acuson S2000 (Siemens)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Choi EJ</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>786</td>
<td>831</td>
<td>48.2 [17–79]</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Yes [3][c]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Pathology</td>
<td>Acuson S2000 (Siemens) Acuson S2000 (Siemens) or ACUSON Sequoia 512 (Siemens)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Pan LL</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>51.5±2.7</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Yes [2]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Pathology</td>
<td>Acuson S2000 (Siemens)</td>
<td>Acuson S2000 (Siemens) Acuson S2000 (Siemens)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Girometti</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>51 [29–75]</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Pathology</td>
<td>Acuson S2000 (Siemens) Acuson S2000 (Siemens) or LOGIQ E9 (GE)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Hellgren</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>55.6 [40–75]</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Yes [3][c]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Pathology</td>
<td>Acuson S2000 (Siemens)</td>
<td>IU22 (Philips) or LOGIQ E9 (GE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Wei Y</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>44.2±6.2</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Yes [2]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Pathology</td>
<td>Acuson S2000 (Siemens) Acuson S2000 (Siemens) or ACUSON Sequoia 512 (Siemens)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Choi JJ</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>53 [20–80]</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Yes [1][c]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Pathology</td>
<td>Acuson S2000 (Siemens)</td>
<td>Acuson S2000 (Siemens) IU22 (Philips) or EUB-8500 (Hitachi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Kim Y</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Pathology</td>
<td>Acuson S2000 (Siemens)</td>
<td>IU22 (Philips) or EUB-8500 (Hitachi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Jeh SK</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>48 [20–80]</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Yes [1][c]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Pathology</td>
<td>Acuson S2000 (Siemens)</td>
<td>IU22 (Philips)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Zhong R</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>46.9±12.5</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Yes [2]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Pathology</td>
<td>Acuson S2000 (Siemens)</td>
<td>Acuson S2000 (Siemens)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Xiao YM</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>417</td>
<td>48 [18–78]</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Pathology</td>
<td>Acuson S2000 (Siemens)</td>
<td>Acuson S2000 (Siemens) NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Min X</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>44.13±13.41</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Yes [1][c]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Pathology</td>
<td>Acuson S2000 (Siemens)</td>
<td>Acuson S2000 (Siemens)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Kim H</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Pathology</td>
<td>Acuson S2000 (Siemens)</td>
<td>HDI-5000 or IU-22 (Philips) or EUB-8500 (Hitachi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Kim SH</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Yes [1][c]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Pathology</td>
<td>Acuson S2000 (Siemens)</td>
<td>Acuson S2000 (Siemens) NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Xu ZN</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>45 [32–85]</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Pathology</td>
<td>Acuson S2000 (Siemens) Acuson S2000 (Siemens)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Wang HY</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>43±12.5</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Yes [2]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Pathology</td>
<td>Acuson S2000 (Siemens) LOGIQ 7 (GE) or Acuson S2000 (Siemens)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 (continued)
Detection rate analysis

We defined the detection rate as the proportion of pathologically confirmed malignant lesions that had been detected using imaging methods. Regardless of the BI-RADS classification of the imaging findings, as long as the lesion was found, it was considered to be detected. A total of 13 studies were included in the analysis, comprising 1,047 pathologically confirmed malignant lesions. The meta-analysis showed that the heterogeneity between the studies was low, so a fixed effects model was used. The pooled detection rate was 1.00 (95% CI, 1.00–1.00) for both ABVS and HHUS (Figure 7). Publication bias is shown using a funnel plot (Figure 8).

Discussion

Our meta-analysis found that ABVS had the same detection rate (100%) as HHUS in detecting breast cancer, and numerically higher sensitivity (93% vs. 90%) and specificity (86% vs. 82%) compared with HHUS. Meta-regression analysis showed no significant difference between the diagnostic accuracy of ABVS and HHUS (P=0.0771). The DOR was 88.66 for ABVS and 41.06 for HHUS. The AUC of the SROC was 0.9496 for ABVS and 0.9143 for HHUS, and the Q* index was 0.8899 for ABVS and 0.8469 for HHUS. These results indicated that ABVS can be considered an appropriate screening tool for breast cancer.

MG has long been the mainstay for breast cancer screening (35). However, for young or dense-breast women, the expanse of whiteness on the MG can mask a lesion (36). In these cases, ultrasound is a useful supplement (7-9). But the small probe of the HHUS may result in omission and poor repeatability, with high dependence on an examiner’s experience (29). ABVS combines Real-Time Spatial Compounding Imaging Technology and Dynamic Tissue Enhancement Technology to obtain the best image quality after optimization (37,38). In addition, full-volume data and three-dimensional reconstruction may provide whole breast image and make ABVS work better than HHUS in big-breast women. What’s more, ABVS is less time consuming, and the information is comprehensive and repeatable, which has contributed to its rise in popularity (39,40). A malignant lesion in ABVS is mainly identified through a unique convergence sign due owing to infiltration, traction, and deformation of surrounding tissues in a coronal section scan (Figure S1), which is not obtainable using conventional HHUS (25,29,38). Shortcomings of ABVS include no blood
Figure 2 Quality of studies included in diagnostic accuracy analysis. (A) Graph depicting the risk of bias and applicability concerns and (B) a summary of the risk of bias and applicability concerns.

flow signal and no real-time probe direction adjustment for suspicious lesions, which need to be further improved in the future. However, for young or dense-breast women, screening using ABVS, combined with HHUS and further examination, may be an effective overall method of assessment at present.

We analyzed all the data since the introduction of ABVS in our meta-analysis and used strict inclusion criteria to eliminate unsuitable data, reduce bias, and enhance the reliability of the conclusions. We targeted diagnostic studies and required that an included study reported pathological results as gold standards; as a result, many studies could not be included because they failed to satisfy these conditions. There were also some studies that included patient data only when a lesion could be observed via HHUS, resulting in a bias toward
Figure 3  The pooled sensitivity and specificity for ABVS and HHUS. The pooled sensitivity was 0.93 (95% CI, 0.91–0.95) for ABVS and 0.90 (95% CI, 0.88–0.92) for HHUS, and the specificity was 0.86 (95% CI, 0.83–0.89) for ABVS and 0.82 (95% CI, 0.79–0.84) for HHUS. (A) Sensitivity for ABVS; (B) specificity for ABVS; (C) sensitivity for HHUS; and (D) specificity for HHUS. ABVS, automated breast volume scanner; HHUS, hand-held ultrasound.
Zhang et al. Diagnostic value of ABVS vs. HHUS: a meta-analysis

Figure 4 The pooled DOR for ABVS and HHUS. The pooled DOR was 88.66 (95% CI, 51.44–152.78) for ABVS and 41.06 (95% CI, 26.58–63.42). (A) The DOR for ABVS and (B) the DOR for HHUS. ABVS, automated breast volume scanner; HHUS, hand-held ultrasound; DOR, diagnostic odds ratio.

The benefits of HHUS; therefore, those studies were not included. One meta-analysis on the diagnostic accuracy of ABVS was conducted 5 years previously (41), but it had two limitations. First, the admission criteria were not strictly defined, resulting in increased heterogeneity and reduced credibility concerning the conclusions. The $I^2$ value was as high as 60–70%. For example, in Shin’s study, not all diagnoses relied on pathological results. Rather, some studies were based on HHUS and MG to differentiate benign from malignant tissue, which have been reported to be subject to false negative and false positive results (34). In Kim’s study [2014], some of the lesions were subsequently assessed as being benign after a short-term follow-up, which increased the false negative rate (19). Most of the patients included in a 2019 study by Kim were breast cancer patients, which led to an increase in the specificity and false positive rate (12). We excluded these articles from our analysis. After strict control, the $I^2$ values were within an acceptable range of 30–40%. Second, the published data initially available for evaluating the diagnostic value of ABVS alone were limited. Some of the studies included in Kim’s 2019 study considered ABVS as the only examination method rather than ABVS and HHUS concurrently. ABVS and HHUS were only compared in subgroup analyses that had small numbers of patients in appropriate groups and did not meet acceptable randomized controlled trial criteria. After strict control, we included 1,376 patients and 1,527 lesions, which could address this issue more effectively. Our results showed that the sensitivity and specificity of ABVS were better than HHUS (sensitivity, 0.93 vs. 0.90; specificity, 0.86 vs. 0.82). Although no statistically significant differences were observed in our comparison; nonetheless, we identified a differing trend from that observed in a 2015 study (41) (sensitivity, 0.931 vs. 0.931; specificity, 0.856 vs. 0.866).

One study, published in 2018, compared the diagnostic value of 19 imaging methods for the diagnosis of breast cancer with a network meta-analysis, involving both ABVS and HHUS. However, it is difficult to assess the advantages or disadvantages of ABVS and HHUS based on the results of that study, due to two primary limitations. First, there was no direct comparison between ABVS and HHUS; instead both ABVS and HHUS were compared with MG. Second, only one study was included when...
Figure 5 The AUC of the SROC and the $Q^*$ index for ABVS and HHUS. The AUC of the SROC was 0.9496 for ABVS and 0.9143 for HHUS, and the $Q^*$ index was 0.8899 for ABVS and 0.8469 for HHUS. (A) The SROC for ABVS; (B) the SROC for HHUS; and (C) the SROC for ABVS and HHUS combined in one figure. ABVS, automated breast volume scanner; HHUS, hand-held ultrasound; SROC, summary receiver operating characteristic.

Figure 6 Funnel plot for ABVS and HHUS. (A) The funnel plot for ABVS and (B) the funnel plot for HHUS. ABVS, automated breast volume scanner; HHUS, hand-held ultrasound.
Figure 7 The pooled detection rate for ABVS and HHUS. The pooled detection rate was 1.00 (95% CI, 1.00–1.00) for both ABVS and HHUS. (A) The pooled detection rate for ABVS and (B) the pooled detection rate for HHUS. ABVS, automated breast volume scanner; HHUS, hand-held ultrasound.

Figure 8 Funnel plot of 13 studies included in the detection rate analysis. (A) The funnel plot for ABVS and (B) the funnel plot for HHUS. ABVS, automated breast volume scanner; HHUS, hand-held ultrasound.

comparing ABVS and MG and when comparing HHUS and MG, which cannot be considered a meta-analysis, and results in bias (42).

Considering that the purpose of ultrasonography is to detect breast cancer early, we defined the detection rate as the proportion of pathologically confirmed malignant lesions detected using imaging methods, regardless of the BI-RADS classification of the findings. Among
1,047 malignant lesions, 1,030 were detected using ABVS and 1,026 using HHUS. There was no statistically significant difference in the detection rate between ABVS and HHUS. However, the ABVS detected 4 more cancerous lesions than HHUS. This result was consistent with the operational parameters of the two methods, as ABVS is a full-volume automatic scanning system with a large probe covering the entire breast, which may prevent lesion detection failure that could occur with HHUS due to manual inspection using a small probe in some circumstances. Furthermore, ABVS is likely to become more effective as ultrasonographers develop the skills to interpret the ABVS image more accurately in future.

The main role of ABVS is to ensure effective screening. For patients identified with BI-RADS grade 4a disease classification following ultrasound examination, the possibility of grade 4a malignancy is relatively low, between 2% and 10% (43,44). In the selected articles, grade 4a lesion images were interpreted as malignant, which increased sensitivity of the imaging examination but also led to a decrease in specificity and an increase in the false-positive rate. However, given the critical diagnostic role of imaging screening, it is best not to miss a diagnosis. We considered it acceptable to determine grade 4a images as malignant, and also to be in line with the original intentions of the BI-RADS classification and screening system. In this respect, the sensitivity of ABVS to grade 4a is well recognized. ABVS was found to have a sensitivity of 93% and a specificity of 86%, which were higher than the sensitivity (90%) and specificity (82%) found for HHUS; therefore, it can be considered a suitable ultrasound technology for application.

This meta-analysis had some limitations. There was publication bias in terms of the detection rate analysis, but not in terms of the diagnostic accuracy analysis. Positive results are more likely to be published than negative results and some data, such as summaries of meetings, were not included. We only evaluated articles written in English and Chinese, which may have led to publication bias.

In summary, we reviewed all English and Chinese literature published since the emergence of ABVS 10 years previously for our meta-analysis. Our results showed that the malignant mass detection rate, and the sensitivity and specificity of ABVS were better than those of HHUS, but these differences were not statistically significant. Therefore, we consider that ABVS can be used as an appropriate screening tool for breast cancer as well as HHUS in diagnostic accuracy and detection rate.

Considering other advantages of ABVS including non-radioactivity, sensitivity to dense breast, three-dimensional reconstruction, time-saving and repeatability, it might be a promising screening tool for young or dense-breast women in the future.
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Supplement I Meta-analysis for the 17 studies included in the diagnostic accuracy analysis

Altogether, 3,576 patients and 4,016 lesions from 17 studies were included. No threshold effect existed. The pooled sensitivity was 0.91 (95% CI, 0.90–0.93) for ABVS and 0.91 (95% CI, 0.90–0.93) for HHUS, and the specificity was 0.82 (95% CI, 0.81–0.84) for ABVS and 0.78 (95% CI, 0.77–0.80) for HHUS. The heterogeneity was not acceptable: $I^2$ was 48.0% and 76.0% for the pooled sensitivity of ABVS and HHUS, respectively; and $I^2$ was 76.8% and 92.8% for the pooled specificity of ABVS and HHUS, respectively (Figure S1). The pooled DOR was 56.59 (95% CI, 39.20–81.70) for ABVS and 41.21 (95% CI, 28.09–60.47). The heterogeneity was not acceptable: $I^2$ was 56.4% and 60.5% for the pooled DOR of ABVS and HHUS, respectively (Figure S2). The AUC of the SROC was 0.9426 for ABVS and 0.9269 for HHUS, and the $Q^*$ index and 0.8808 for ABVS and 0.8614 for HHUS (Figure S3). Mete-regression showed no significant difference between the diagnostic accuracy of ABVS and that of HHUS ($P=0.0771$).

Figure S1 The pooled sensitivity was 0.91 (95% CI, 0.90–0.93) for ABVS and 0.91 (95% CI, 0.90–0.93) for HHUS, and the specificity was 0.82 (95% CI, 0.81–0.84) for ABVS and 0.78 (95% CI, 0.77–0.80) for HHUS. (A) Sensitivity for ABVS; (B) specificity for ABVS; (C) sensitivity for HHUS; (D) specificity for HHUS.
Figure S2 The pooled DOR was 56.59 (95% CI, 39.20–81.70) for ABVS and 41.21 (95% CI, 28.09–60.47) for HHUS. (A) DOR for ABVS; (B) DOR for HHUS.

Figure S3 The AUC of the SROC was 0.9426 for ABVS and 0.9269 for HHUS, and the Q* index and 0.8808 for ABVS and 0.8614 for HHUS. (A) SROC for ABVS; (B) SROC for HHUS.